Padua Newsletter
Friday 22nd April 2022
RE:

Stories: This week we have started our new theme
’minibeasts’. Our focus this week is ladybirds. We
listened to the story, ‘What the Ladybird Heard’. The
children have been writing short riddles about a chosen
minibeast. Next week we will continue with this.

Phonics: : We have continued working on Phase 3
Letters and Sounds. This week we have been
learning the sound ‘ee’. We have been trying to
think of things that begin with these letters and
been practising forming these letters as well.
This is how these letters should be formed, please
ensure when practising you encourage your child to
form them this way:

In RE this we took part in our Easter retreat day.
The children completes looks of activities about
Easter and new life.
We have also had some chick eggs delivered
which have now hatched! Children have enjoyed
watching these grow and will have the chance to
hold them next week.

Maths:
This week we have been learning to double
numbers to 20. For example 2 + 2 = 4.
Next week we will be learning ten and some
more.

Vocab: double, add

Next week, we will be learning ‘ow’ and ‘ur’.

Home learning:
For home learning this week you will be writing the names of different minibeasts. Please write these phonetically
for example laideeburd and spighder. There is also a maths doubling sheet. These are both due in on Tuesday.

Important Messages


Well done to the children that made Easter bonnets, it was lovely to see them.



Reminder to make sure you have ordered your child's lunch.

Have a lovely weekend,
Shannon

Our 5 Wonder Words this week are:

Theme: Minibeast

5 Ways to Wellbeing
TAKE NOTICE

Be mindful of your thoughts and feelings – acknowledge these and share
with others. Recognise the beauty and nature around you as we move
through this season of spring.

This week we have started to learn about minibeasts. I would like you to write the names of the minibeasts below.

Please help them to sound out the words as independently as possible. This is due in on Tuesday.
Please write these phonetically for example laideeburd and spighder.

